
by Alice Melvin

The perfect non-fiction
companion to The Very Hungry
Caterpillar. Stunning images as
you would expect from National
Geographic in a sturdy, chunky

board book design.
byNational Geographic

The Fletcher series of books
are about different aspects of the
natural world and this one goes
through metamorphosis is such a
tender way. Sublimely illustrated
and as always a wow end spread.

www.busybusylearning.com

by Julia Donaldson& Yuval Zommer

A story of metamorphosis with a
classic ugly duckling twist. Yuval

brings delicate illustrative wonders
to Julia's story and you also get a
brilliant little non-fiction text with
lots of facts about caterpillars,

butterflies and moths.
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Caterpillars

Recent
Releases

by Stefan Milosavljevich& Sam Caldwell

by Paddy Donnelly

by 
Katya Balen

by Julia Rawlinson &
Tiphanie Beeke

Mouse's Wood - incredible, keepsake book that you'll want
to shout about. Seasonal magic, tender, rhyming text,
secret doors and whimsical illustrations. Pure joy!

 

Did you know that extinct animals are actually hiding
amongst us? Paddy's latest book Dodos Are Not Extinct
is hilariously enticing and has you wanting to read again

and again. Great environmental message.
 

New children's publisher Neon Squid is one to watch for
non-fiction texts. Tales of Ancient World is one of their
new titles and a real treat. Perfect for those who like a

'story' style of facts.
 

Katya Balen has done it again. Another incredible,
breathtaking read - The Light in Everything. You will fall
deeply into the world of Tom and Zofia. A must read.
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http://www.busybusylearning.com/


Happy Yak Board Books

Cute illustrations,
engaging text with large
flaps that are great for

little hands.

by Sharon King-Chaiexceptional!

by Yuval Zommerstunning & educational
1+

by Katie Sahota &  Harry Woodgate 

Magazines
A magazine for story lovers.
Ideal for 3-6 year olds. Pre-
readers can have the stories,
that include a longer story,
shorter story and comic
strip, read to them and

readers can enjoy themselves.

Happy Yak is an imprint of Quarto
and have a wonderful range of
books for younger readers.

Favourites

“I shall be miserable if I have not an excellent library.”
Jane Austen from Pride and Prejudice 

Silky smooth pages with
satin feel ribbon tabs paired
with gentle words to send
your little one to sleep.

by Helen Mortimer &Katie Cottle

by
Michaela Dias-Hayes

by Samuel Langl
ey-

Swain & Helen Panayi

StoryBox

2+

Love the ABC series of
books. A caption for each
letter of the alphabet
associated with bedtime.

Then a further sentence. Do
check out ABC Democracy.

Frances Stickley
A delightful author who

writes varied books in rhyming
form. Her words have a

playful patter on the tongue
and her stories are dreamy.

Favourite Author
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ages are guides only

Did you know Frances
is a HUGE Moomin fan
and would secretly

love to live in
Moominvalley!
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You can add on to your subscription an mp3 file or
CD to get the audio for the longer and shorter
story. There's also games and activities and an

animal of the month.

by Elli Woolla
rd & Briony

May Smith - feel good

Trapped in a lift, nowhere to
hide! Which animal is parping?
Can you guess? Lots of fun,

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Katie-Sahota/e/B09B1GPVF6/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Harry-Woodgate/e/B0952BP9JS/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_2
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0141439513/ref=as_li_tf_il?ie=UTF8&tag=boorio-20&linkCode=as2&camp=217145&creative=399349&creativeASIN=0141439513
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Michaela+Dias-Hayes&text=Michaela+Dias-Hayes&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Samuel+Langley-Swain&text=Samuel+Langley-Swain&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Helen+Panayi&text=Helen+Panayi&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk

